THE LEADER PATH to 2030 FOR IMPACT

2021 mission + vision for fruition

THE LEADER PATH is a recurring 'gym membership' for the soul.

Walk a 12-month path intentionally with a deliberate, consistent practice of the experience
you want and the impact you desire with a supportive group of like-minded brave leaders,
courageous creatives, and innovative impact champions with their hands at your back.

Every leader deserves the opportunity to make a world-class impact.

The Leader Path is designed + dedicated to fire-up potential beyond belief, holding space to
access all that is needed to embody the fullest expression of that potential.

Braiding for better to lead beyond belief.

The Leader Path practices new concepts grounded in ancient wisdom to encourage
expansion into a deeper, richer, more meaningful experience of leading throughout the
next decade. Our Annual Schedule at-a-glance:
APRIL: Annual FireCircle Gathering
MAY: 30-Day Whole Leader Health + Wellness Reset
JUNE, JULY, AUGUST Focus: ARTICULATE POSSIBILITY
Summer Writing Retreat, by invitation for TLP participants - TBC
SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER, NOVEMBER Focus: ACTIVATE POTENTIAL
Winter Destination Retreat, by invitation for TLP participants - TBC
JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH Focus: AMPLIFY IMPACT
"We weave the transformative annual experience of TLP with the power of interactive digital
media production to follow, track, and model the story of us, Indigenous and non-Indigenous
impact champions, who are shifting society's narrative while continuously living and leading
into a fuller expression of all of who we are to create the world we want by 2030.

3 PHASES
IN 9 MONTHS

2021 - 2030, Nine years to realize the UN SGD's and world we want

For the past 10 years, there has been a concentrated effort in the women's
leadership space, a decade-long training camp. Like athletes, women and those
who identify as women have been preparing, receiving coaching, undergoing
rigorous confidence and capacity-building programs, and building valuable
connections. And now, game day is upon us. The Leader Olympics are here!

GUESS WHAT? No more training. It's time for intentional action.

PowHERhouse is a convener, catalyst, and conduit for impact.
Born in 2000 from a desire to provide a clear and direct framework for a better
world and a house of support to ensure that those ready to meet their ultimate
potential for impact and lead deeply fulfilling lives can do so on their own terms
while interconnected with others on a similar path.
THE LEADER PATH is a collective convergence of like-minded brave humans,
fiery commitment, and energized action to create the world we want by 2030
and help to heal the humans of this planet for HER, human expansion realized.

DAILY DELIBERATE DESIGN TOOLS
WEEKLY REPETITIVE RHYTHM RITUALS

MONTHLY ACCOUNTABILITY & PITCH-PRACTICE SESSIONS
QUARTERLY RETREATS: TWO VIRTUAL and TWO IN-PERSON*

The prerequisite to TLP is First Steps, a 90-day cohort experience.

2 MONTHLY GROUP
SESSIONS
Participate in one
accountability roundtable and
one pitch or practice session
per month.
Focus, connection
Energy, clarity
Try out your body of work
in a safe space

*as public health protocols allow.

2 ANNUAL RETREATS
Enjoy two retreats per year at an
additional cost:
Summer writing & creative
expression
Winter destination reset,
Year-end reflection & New
Year planning

AMPLIFICATION
OPPORTUNITIES
Contribute to the
PowHERhouse impact media
platform as and when you are
ready with articles, videos,
webinars, and more in a
strategic way that fits with
your path and our team's
media mission.

